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Look mom I'm on tv

CLICKYCLICKY!https://issue.xpub.nl/

CLICKYCLICKY!https://issue.xpub.nl/  (special issueeeeee)

helloooo
Yoooooo 
Supppp soup? Yes pls

Lets goo

Share your special
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the public, for the
public?

🖼

    - anti-comformism 
    - owning your difference
    - don't limit yourself by trying to fit in
    - all weird ppl welcome

Do we want Zine Camp 2024? How do you imagine it? 
- I think the increasingly pressing question is how zine fairs
still *differ* from artists book fairs. I wonder why the WORM
Pirate Bay (which is a zinemaker community) is no longer
present at Zine Camp. They are present! In their space next
to the stairs here. They’ve been here all weekend, go say hi!
Ah, good to know!

More practical tools and spaces for direct skill sharing

Zines feel like the epitome of urgency in publishing,
especially when they're made with a 'quick and dirty'
approach. It's always so gratifying to see all of the zines that
are about urgent political and social topics

I was really inspired by all the zines and creativity of
how a zine can vary in format, style, content - from very
personal to public. Also that it is sometimes extending

afterwards - I overheard a conversation of someone asking
for permission to add notes in a zine the person got at one of
the stalls. They exchanged contacts to show the results.

Make friends and also get new inspirations from
creative people <3
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from it. It was really nice to talk to so many people interested
in publishing and inspiring to look at different publications. 

Making publics

Experimenting with Analog and digital -> post digital

Sharing knowledge

Trying to figure out how to work together

Entangled

Fixing machines

The concept of a 'MacGuffin':
    CLICKYCLICKY!https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MacGuffin?
wprov=sfla1
    a plot device that is an empty shell but connects people
or parts of the story (such as a package carried and handed
over by spies in a spy movie, without its content ever being
explained or revealed).

Please feel invited to fantasize about the concept of a
'MacMuffin' for yourself.

Interviews:

Making things public
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Gaserji was here
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(This presentation is soundtracked by typewriters)

Not  sure  if  I  would  agree  that  we  all  come  from
individualistic cultures

what should we forget?

How should we forget?

Why should we forget?

When should we forget?

Where should we forget?

etherpad, not just to collectively annotate but also gather
resources, to communicate with each other 
invitation: turn pad in to the zine

R: join the pad plz do, visit the url
once u are in the pad talk about ur experience of the zine
camp. 
Dowoad the pad-page media output Weasy! (<3)Print u could
contribute via style sheet as well or share ur experience. 

what is the pad:
    it’s a collaborative real-time opensource writing tool. 
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never seen so many seens in one space!

MacMuffin ;) A object or device in a film or a book
which serves merely as a trigger for the plot. 

 (mcguffin***)

(This presentation is soundtracked by (yesterday's)
zinecamp -- interviews.mp3 11,8 MB) (is it on chopchop?)

The zine camp has been a vibrant source of creativity and
positivity. People smiling, talking, sharing and embracing the
efforts of others. It was also nice to see our own collective
efforts come into fruition as something tangible. 

- paraphrased from the interviews: the publishing tools that
are used commercially also limit what a publication can be.
And form this idea of what 'professional publishing' should
look like, eg. be a linear and individual process 

(Writing in parentheses feels like the words are whispering,
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I hope the sales are food, and buisniss is booming. We must
make sure buisniss is booming at all costs. It is our purpose

(People watching their phones while typing on the pad) 

another zine camp 2023 zine: CLICKYCLICKY!http://
mixedbusiness.pleintekst.nl/0026/

dear public. I’ve been trying for days, but have some
difficulty coming up with suitable wordplay on the word
Zine…..

What is a **zine**? And what it’s 
a camp? I heard that it was supposed to be a camping thing
but fire department didn’t allow it. This was like 6-7 years ago
but they never changed the name. Indeed. In the first years
people slept over at Poortgebouw (ex-squat alternative living
community) while the festival took place at WORM. Wow so
cool! Didn’t lnow about Poortgebouw <3

ThE **wordhole** goes deeper and deeper 
zine = *small* diy publication
zine camp got its name 9 years ago because the original idea
was that participants could camp and sleep over at WORM

Where are the tents? In ur heart
One person brought a tent
People always ask 'where are the tents?', but never 'how are
the tents?' :'( tent here: i am fine, thx for asking. How are
you? I'm glad to hear that. I'm doing okay, thank you :)
Making new **friends**. Meeting the (wonderful) faces
behind many previous email exchanges and reconnecting
with people and projects I haven't seen in years.
Tent-friends :)

Zine Camp's original idea was to be a community event for
making and exchanging zines, and for exchanging knowledge
about zine making, not just a zine (selling) fair.

This was my first zine camp so i did not know what to expect
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Feeling inspired seeing things that people have chosen
to put out into the world, talking and exchanging in a very

'analog' way

Launching the publishing project weve been working on
for 2 years. Felt special to do it in our home city in the fun

and diy/diwo environment of zine camp

Loved the cocktails last night <3<3

Weird has good comics, the visuals is amazing and not
just that, the story is also interesting. You should definitely

check it out

The talks are giving the stage for people to talk about
their work, wish there were even more! +1+1 is it a budget

problem? 
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